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Crumbling the rising super-cancer of obesity by
optimizing frequency and timing of food meals
Abstract
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This public policy article establishes an innovative science based on which the rising
risk of obesity as a major cancer in today’s lifestyle can be minimized by optimizing
circadian frequency and timing of food meals. Increasing the number of meals and
decreasing meal size must be designed for day time. No major food meals must be left
for evening and night time and instead fruits and vegetables should be taken overnight.
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Introduction
The recent discoveries have set the stage for creating a new
circadian science to optimize timing and frequency of food meals
over the 24-h period.1–5 This is to minimize risks from accelerated
obesity development and related metabolic disorders such as diabetes,
immune deficiency and inferior quality of life. Impaired glucose
tolerance and increased insulin resistance are most likely to occur
overnight when thus no major energy-producing food meals must be
taken.6–8
From an evolutionary perspective, human like other diurnal
animals has evolved to be active during day and rested or asleep
overnight, thus burning nutrients mainly during morning through
early to late afternoon.9–11 This evolutionary trend warns against
eating large evening meals.12 Instead, food meals must be designed
and scheduled to be consumed mostly during day when the body has
enough capacity to utilize and oxidize nutrients to generate energy for
use by different cells.13,14

circadian frequency and timing of major food meals as well as fruits
and vegetables is a pragmatic doable approach to help minimize risks
of obesity and related metabolic disorders and to improve life quality.
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